
Ay 101 - Fall 2022

Hillenbrand

Problem Set 7

due Friday, 2 December, 2022

This set concerns our various topics in stellar atmospheres.

1. Radiative Transport. Not forgetting entirely about the first part of the course, recall
the temperature equation
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and then derive it directly from the radiative transfer equation
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= Iν − Sν .

You will need to make some assumptions, which you should specify. One comes from
the need for the radiation field Iν to be anisotropic, since if it is purely isotropic there
is zero flux (rather than radiative transport). A small departure from isotropy might
be e.g. Iν = I0ν + µI1ν where µ = cosθ. Another good assumption is introduction of
the planck function, Bν , which you should justify. A final one is introduction of the
Rosseland mean opacity, κR. Note that this problem is not brute force computation,
but some careful reasoning accompanied by some relatively minor computation.

2. Rosseland Opacity

a. Show that ∂Bν/∂T in the definition of the Rosseland mean opacity most heavily
weights those photons with frequencies ν ≈ kT/h.

b. Suppose that the opacity was written as a function of λ rather than ν. Would
the same value of the Rosseland mean be obtained? Explain your reasoning.

3. Linear Source Function and Eddington-Barbier Relation

a. For a source function increasing linearly with optical depth, e.g.,

Sν(τν) = aν + bντν

derive an expression for the second moment of the radiation field, Kν , at the
surface where τν = 0.

b. What does your result in part [a.] imply about the surface radiation pressure from
photons of frequency ν? In particular, derive a relationship between this radiation
pressure and the source function Sν at some characteristic optical depth.
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4. A theoretical spectrum. A reasonable representation of the continuum spectrum
from a stellar atmosphere can be obtained with the tools in hand. Consider a hydrogen+helium
atmosphere of Teff = 5600 K. The lack of metals (realistic for the first generation of
stars formed in the universe, but not today) means that the number of free electrons is
substantially reduced compared to solar-metallicity stars, thus decreasing the contri-
butions of H− and free-free to the opacity. Consider only hydrogen bound-free opacity
for this problem.

Your goal is to compute the surface flux Fλ(τ = 0) as a function of λ over the optical
portion of the electromagnetic spectrum, say 3000 − 10000Å. If you can compute
and plot data over this entire wavelength range, great; if not, at a minimum make a
table sampling 3500Å, 3647Å(below the Balmer jump), 3648Å(above Balmer jump),
6000Å(reference wavelength), 8206Å(below Paschen jump), 8207Å(above Paschen jump),
9000Å.

a. Assume that only the first four levels of H are populated and hence available
for ionization. Calculate the relative numbers of atoms in each of the 4 levels:
N2/N1, N3/N1, N4/N1 using the Boltzmann formula.

b. Assume that κλ = κλ(T = 5600 K) independent of depth. Evaluate the opacity
at each wavelength relative to that at 6000Å. The total opacity at any given wave-
length is the sum of the absorption coefficients, αn, times the level populations,
Nn, including all energy levels that can be ionized by a photon at that wavelength.

c. Find τ6000A = τλ × κ6000A/κλ at each wavelength corresponding to the depth at
which τλ = 2/3. Plot versus λ if you can.

d. Assume a grey atmosphere-like T (τ) relation. Find the corresponding tempera-
ture T (τ = 2/3). Plot versus λ if you can.

e. Finally, assume a linear source function and the Eddington-Barbier solution to
find and plot Fλ(τ = 0) versus λ.

5. Spectral Line Strength = Equivalent Width.

a. For an optically thin line, show that W ∝ τo where τo = τν=νo , i.e. the equivalent
width is proportional to the density of absorbers.

b. Argue qualitatively how when the line saturates, that W ∝
√
lnτo and thus that

the equivalent width is not very sensitive to density.

c. Argue qualitatively how at very large optical depths, the damping wings absorb
photons allowing the equivalent width to increase as W ∝ √τo.

6. Term Project. You should be bringing this to a close soon, as it is due at the
beginning of exam week.

[for all assignments, please write near your name how many hours you spent on the set.]
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